What is hyperparameter optimization?

**Goal:** Find hyperparameter configuration $\theta$ that minimizes validation set loss of trained model, i.e.,

$$\argmin_{\theta \in \Theta} \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{M}(x; \theta), y),$$

where

- $\Theta$ is the hyperparameter space,
- $\mathcal{L}(\cdot, \cdot)$ is the loss function,
- $\mathcal{M}(x; \theta)$ returns the predictions for $x$ of the model trained with hyperparameter configuration $\theta$.

**General procedure:**

1. *(outer loop)* select hyperparameter configuration $\theta \in \Theta$
2. *(inner loop)* train model $\mathcal{M}$ with hyperparameters $\theta$ using training set
3. *(inner loop)* calculate loss on validation set of model $\mathcal{M}$
4. *(outer loop)* repeat or return $\theta$ of model with lowest validation loss
Types of hyperparameters

**Architectural hyperparameters:**
- number of hidden layers
- type of a given hidden layer (dense, convolutional, recurrent)
- units per layer
- type of activation function
- strength and type of weight regularization and dropout
- weight initialization
- skip connections
- batch normalization

**Hyperparameters of optimizer:**
- type of optimizer (vanilla SGD, SGD with momentum, Adam)
- learning rate
- momentum

**Hyperparameters of training process:**
- batch size
- number of epochs
Types of hyperparameter search methods

Derivative-free / black box optimization methods:
- with independent draws of hyperparameter configurations:
  - grid search
  - random search
  - resource allocation, early stopping
- earlier draws inform later draws:
  - Bayesian optimization
  - evolutionary optimization
  - reinforcement learning based optimization

Gradient-based methods
Grid search vs random search?

Only difference in step 1 (how hyperparameters are chosen):

- grid search selects value of $\theta$ based on rigid grid,
- random search samples $\theta$ randomly* from $\Theta$

Figure: Grid search

Figure: Random search

*random search advantages:
- explores more values for each hyperparameter, given the same amount of trials
- (and often many hyperparameters only have limited influence on the loss function)
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Curse of dimensionality

**Problem:** If $\Theta$ is high-dimensional, sampling hyperparameters independently uniformly to obtain $\theta$ fails to give uniformly looking draws

In hyperparameter space $\Theta = [0, 1]^k$, what is the probability $p_k$ that a uniform draw of a hyperparameter configuration falls inside the hypercube\(^1\) with all sides going from 0.05 to 0.95?

- if $k = 1$: $p_1 = P(\theta_1 \geq 0.05, \theta \leq 0.95) = 0.9$
- if $k = 2$: $p_2 = p_1^2 = 0.81$
- if $k = 3$: $p_3 = p_1^3 = 0.729$
- $p_k = p_1^k$

\(^1\)interval (if $k = 1$), square (if $k = 2$), cube (if $k = 3$) or hypercube (if $k > 3$)
Random search sampling techniques

**Solution:** More representative of random uniform draws than actual random uniform draws are deterministic low-discrepancy sequences, where discrepancy is a measurement of highest or lowest density of points in a sequence.
Random search sampling techniques

Solution: More representative of random uniform draws than actual random uniform draws are deterministic low-discrepancy sequences, where discrepancy is a measurement of highest or lowest density of points in a sequence.

- Halton sequence [Halton, 1964]
- Sobol sequence [Sobol, 1967]
- Hammersley point set [Hammersley, 1960]
- Poisson disk sampling [Gamito and Maddock, 2009]
- latin hypercube sampling [McKay et al., 1979]
Can we do better than random search?

Hyperparameter optimization:
- Hyperband: resource allocation method based on infinite-armed bandit problem [Li et al., 2017]
- DNGO: Bayesian, neural network based [Snoek et al., 2015]
- Bayesian hyperparameter optimization based on Gaussian processes [Snoek et al., 2012]

Neural network architecture search (AutoML):
Idea: avoid hand crafted architectural solutions, set architectural hyperparameters based on optimization framework, not based on convention / previous experience
- ENAS: Efficient Neural Architecture Search [Pham et al., 2018]
- Neural architecture search and reinforcement learning [Zoph and Le, 2016, Baker et al., 2016]
- Neural architecture search and evolutionary algorithms [Chen et al., 2018]
Hyperband and Successive Halving

**Hyperband**: resource allocation method based on infinite-armed bandit problem [Li et al., 2017] (method for tuning iterative algorithms, trains many models with random hyperparameter configurations, aborts most of them early)

Hyperband uses *Successive Halving* at its core:

1. uniformly allocate a budget to a set of hyperparameter configurations
2. evaluate the performance of all configurations
3. throw out the bottom half of the configurations
4. repeat until one configuration remains
Bayesian hyperparameter optimization

Two components of Bayesian optimization:

- surrogate model: Bayesian statistical model for modeling the objective function
- acquisition function: proposes next sampling point in the search space

Remember Bayesian optimization from Lecture 11:

where \( x \in \Theta \) and \( f(x) \) is the validation loss of model trained using hyperparameter configuration \( x \) (i.e., \( \theta \)). Gaussian process regression is the surrogate that models the loss function, expected improvement is used as acquisition function.
Evolutionary algorithms are population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithms that use mechanisms inspired by biological evolution: reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection.

- population-based: unlike gradient-based methods which follow one solution (one trajectory) through search space, population-based methods follow many solutions through search space (e.g., ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization, evolutionary algorithms)
- heuristics: unlike exact algorithms, heuristics do not guarantee to find the optimal solution in a finite amount of time
- metaheuristics: high-level, problem-independent strategies to develop heuristic optimization algorithms
Evolution as optimization method

Analogies:

- validation loss (objective function) vs. fitness (survivability, fertility)
- hyperparameter configuration (solution candidate) vs. individual
- solution representation $\theta$ vs. genome
- solution manipulation vs. recombination and mutation
- choice of solution vs. natural selection (reproductive success)

Operators:

- **selection operator**: select hyperparameter configurations with probability inversely proportional to their validation loss
- **recombination or crossover operator**: combines two parental hyperparameter configurations to create one offspring
- **mutation operator**: randomly change one or more hyperparameters of a hyperparameter configuration

Generational replacement schemes:

- full generational replacement
- $n$-elitism
- tournament replacement
Evolution as optimization method

Procedure:
1. evaluate fitness of all individuals in population (calculate validation loss of all models)
2. select parents for recombination with selection operator
3. introduce new genetic diversity with recombination and mutation operators
4. select individuals for new generation
5. repeat
Don’t reinvent the wheel!

- **Optunity**: https://github.com/claesenm/optunity
- DEAP (evolutionary computation framework) [Fortin et al., 2012]: https://github.com/deap/deap
- **HyperEngine (Bayesian hyper-parameters optimization)**: https://github.com/maxim5/hyper-engine
- **Hyperopt (tree-structured Parzen estimators)**: http://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/
- **skopt (sequential model-based optimization)**: https://scikit-optimize.github.io/
Hyperparameter search framework: Ray Tune

Supports these search algorithms:
- grid search
- random search
- Hyperband [Li et al., 2017]
- BayesOpt search: sequential model-based hyperparameter optimization [Snoek et al., 2012]
- tree-structured Parzen estimators [Bergstra et al., 2011]

Using **Ray Tune** on top of **Ray** to run hyperparameter optimization on several machines / GPUs in parallel, derivative-free
- Ray Tune: a hyperparameter tuning framework for long-running tasks such as training Deep Residual Networks
- Ray: high-performance distributed execution framework with built-in support for CPUs and GPUs
Hyperparameter search framework: Optunity

Supports these search algorithms:

- grid search
- random search
- Nelder-Mead method (downhill simplex method) [Nelder and Mead, 1965]
- particle swarm optimization [Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995]
- CMA-ES: covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy [Hansen and Kern, 2004]
- tree-structured Parzen estimators [Bergstra et al., 2011]
- BayesOpt search: sequential model-based hyperparameter optimization [Snoek et al., 2012]
Recommendations for projects

- model: use `tf.keras.models.Sequential()` or own class (which inherits from `tf.keras.models.Model()`)
- layers: use `tf.keras.layers`, not `tf.layers`
- (use `tf.nn` for low-level control)
- (TF2.0) losses: use `tf.keras.losses`, not `tf.losses`
- (TF2.0) optimizers: use `tf.keras.optimizers`, not `tf.train`
- (TF2.0) metrics: use `tf.keras.metrics`, not `tf.metrics`
- training loop: use `tf.keras.model.fit` or `tf.estimator.train_and_evaluate`
- use TensorBoard to visualize training process
- use Ray Tune or Optunity for hyperparameter optimization
- save models to disk

check out TensorFlow Probability:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrwKURU-wpk
- https://www.tensorflow.org/probability
TensorBoard: visualize your training process

tensorboard --logdir=path/to/log-directory

http://localhost:6006/
TensorBoard: visualize your training process

Listing 1: Tensorboard hook for tf.keras training loop

```python
import time
import tensorflow as tf

(x_train, y_train), (x_test, y_test) = tf.keras.datasets.mnist.load_data()

model = tf.keras.models.Sequential()

model.add(tf.keras.layers.Dense(10, input_shape=(784,)))
model.add(tf.keras.layers.Activation('softmax'))

model.compile(optimizer='sgd', loss='categorical_crossentropy')

tensorboard = tf.keras.callbacks.TensorBoard(log_dir="logs/{}".format(time.time()))

model.fit(x_train, y_train, verbose=1, callbacks=[tensorboard])
```
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